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Abstract. This paper presents a classiﬁcation framework for workﬂow
exception handling in the form of patterns. This framework is independent of speciﬁc modelling approaches or technologies and as such provides
an objective means of delineating the exception-handling capabilities of
speciﬁc workﬂow systems. It is subsequently used to assess the level of
exceptions support provided by eight commercial workﬂow systems and
business process modelling and execution languages. On the basis of
these investigations, we propose a graphical, tool-independent language
for deﬁning exception handling strategies in workﬂows.

1

Introduction

Business process management continues to receive widespread focus by technology-enabled organisations oﬀering them a means of optimising their current
organisational business processes in a way that aligns with top-level business
objectives. In many cases, workﬂow systems serve as the enabling technology for
mission-critical business processes. They oﬀer a means of streamlining such processes by mapping out the key activities, decision points and work distribution
directives and then automating much of the overhead that is often associated
with managing the various activities which form part of a business process.
Workﬂow systems are generally based on a comprehensive process model (often depicted in graphical form) that maps out all of the possible execution paths
associated with a business process. This ensures that the work activities which
comprise each of the likely execution scenarios are fully described. Whilst this
approach to specifying business process works well for well-behaved cases of a
process i.e. those that conform to one of the expected execution paths, it is less
successful in dealing with unexpected events encountered during execution.
Deviations from normal execution arising during a business process are often
termed exceptions in line with the notion of exceptions which is widely used in the
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software engineering community. Because it is diﬃcult to characterise all of the
unanticipated situations that may arise during the execution of a program, the
notion of exceptions was developed where unexpected events are grouped into
classes which are related by similarities that they possess in terms of the conditions under which they might arise. Exception handlers can then be deﬁned in
the form of programmatic procedures to resolve the eﬀects of speciﬁc events as
they are detected. At the lowest level, exceptions can be deﬁned for events such
as divide by zero errors and appropriate handling routines can be deﬁned. For
business processes, this level of detail is too ﬁne-grained and it is more eﬀective
to deﬁne exceptions at a higher level, typically in terms of the business process
to which they relate.
In this paper, we investigate the range of issues that may lead to exceptions during workﬂow execution and the various ways in which they can be
addressed. This provides the basis for a classiﬁcation framework for workﬂow
exception handling which we subsequently deﬁne in the form of patterns. The
patterns-based approach to exception classiﬁcation is a continuation of previous research conducted as part of the Workﬂow Patterns Initiative which has
identiﬁed “generic, recurring constructs” in the control-ﬂow [22], data [18] and
resource [19] perspectives of workﬂow systems. These patterns have proven to
be extremely intuitive to both practitioners and researchers alike and have been
widely utilised for a variety of purposes including tool evaluation and selection,
business process modelling, workﬂow design and education1 . They also provide
the conceptual foundations for the YAWL system [21], an open-source reference
implementation of a workﬂow system.
In line with the broader Workﬂow Patterns Initiative, the motivation for this
paper is to provide a conceptual framework for classifying the exception handling capabilities of workﬂow systems and process-aware information systems
more generally in a manner that is independent of speciﬁc modelling approaches
or technologies. This approach is distinguished from other research activities in
this area which seek to extend speciﬁc process modelling formalisms and workﬂow enactment technologies to provide support for expected and unexpected
events by incorporating exception detection and handling capabilities. Instead
of directly proposing a concrete implementation, we ﬁrst provide an overview of
relevant exception patterns, then we evaluate existing products and languages on
the basis of these, and ﬁnally we propose a graphical, tool-independent language
for exception handling.

2

Related Work

The need for reliable, resilient and consistent workﬂow operation has long been
recognised. Early work in the area [8, 24] was essentially a logical continuation
of database transaction theory and focussed on developing extensions to the
classic ACID transaction model that would be applicable in application areas
requiring the use of long duration and more ﬂexible transactions. As the ﬁeld
1
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of workﬂow technology matured, the applicability of exceptions to this problem was also recognised [20] and [7] presented the ﬁrst signiﬁcant discussion on
workﬂow recovery which incorporated exceptions. It classiﬁed them into four
types: basic failures, application failures, expected exceptions and unexpected
exceptions. Subsequent research eﬀorts have mainly concentrated on the last two
of these classes. Investigations into expected exceptions have focussed previous
work on transactional workﬂow into mechanisms for introducing exception handling frameworks into workﬂow systems. Research into unexpected exceptions
has established the areas of adaptive workﬂow and workﬂow evolution [17].
Although it is not possible to comprehensively survey these research areas in
the conﬁnes of this paper, it is worthwhile identifying some of the major contributions in these areas that have inﬂuenced subsequent research eﬀorts and have
a bearing on this research initiative. Signiﬁcant attempts to include advanced
transactional concepts and exception handling capabilities in workﬂow systems
include WAMO [6] which provided the ability to specify transactional properties for tasks which identiﬁed how failures should be dealt with, ConTracts [16]
which proposed a coordinated, nested transaction model for workﬂow execution
allowing for forward, backward and partial recovery in the event of failure and
Exotica [2] which provided a mechanism for incorporating Sagas and Flexible
transactions in the commercial FlowMark workﬂow product. OPERA [10] was
one of the ﬁrst initiatives to incorporate language primitives for exception handling into a workﬂow system and it also allowed exception handling strategies
to be modelled in the same notation as that used for representing workﬂow
processes. TREX [23] proposed a transaction model that involves treating all
types of workﬂow failures as exceptions. A series of exception types were delineated and the exception handler utilised in a given situation was determined by
a combination of the task and the exception experienced. WIDE [4] developed
a comprehensive language – Chimera-Exc – for specifying exception handling
strategies in the form of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules.
Other important contributions include [13] which identiﬁed the concepts of
compensation spheres and atomicity spheres and their applicability to workﬂow
systems, [3] which proposed modelling workﬂow systems as a set of reiﬁed objects
with associated constraints and conceptualising exceptions as violations of those
constraints which are capable of being detected and managed and [15] which ﬁrst
identiﬁed the pivot, retriable and compensation transaction concepts widely used
in subsequent research.
Identifying potential exceptions and suitable handling strategies is a significant problem for large, complex workﬂows. Recent attempts [9, 11] to address
this have centred on mining execution logs to gain an understanding of previous exceptions and using this knowledge to establish suitable handling strategies.
[12] proposes a knowledge-based solution based on the establishment of a shared,
generic and reusable taxonomy of exceptions. [14] uses a case-based reasoning
approach to match exception occurrences with suitable handling strategies.
Until recently the area of unexpected exceptions has mainly been investigated
in the context of adaptive or evolutionary workﬂow [17] which centre on dynamic
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change of the process model. A detailed review of this area is beyond the scope
of this paper, however two recent initiatives which oﬀer the potential to address
both expected and unexpected exceptions simultaneously are ADOME-WFMS
[5] which provides an adaptive workﬂow execution model in which exception
handlers are speciﬁed generically using ECA rules providing the opportunity for
reuse in multiple scenarios and user-guided adaptation where they need reﬁnement, and [1] which describes a combination of “worklets” and “ripple-down
rules” as a means of dynamic workﬂow evolution and exception handling.

3

A Framework for Workﬂow Exception Handling

In this section we consider the notion of a workﬂow exception in a general sense
and the various ways in which they can be triggered and handled. The assumption is that an exception is a distinct, identiﬁable event which occurs at a speciﬁc
point in time during the execution of a workﬂow and relates to a unique work
item2 . The occurrence of the exception is assumed to be immediately detectable
as is the type of the exception. The manner in which the exception is handled
will depend on the type of exception that has been detected. There are a range
of possible ways in which an exception may be dealt with but in general, the
speciﬁc handling strategy centres on three main considerations:
– how the work item will be handled;
– how the other work items in the case will be handled; and
– what recovery action will be taken to resolve the eﬀects of the exception.
We discuss the range of possible exception types and the options for handling
them in the following sections.
3.1

Exception Types

It is only possible to specify handlers for expected types of exception. With this
constraint in mind, we undertook a comprehensive review of the workﬂow literature and current commercial workﬂow systems and business process modelling
and execution languages in order to determine the range of exception events that
are capable of being detected and provide a useful basis for recovery handling.
These events can be classiﬁed into ﬁve distinct groups.
Work Item Failure: Work item failure during the execution of a workﬂow
process is generally characterised by the inability of the work item to progress
any further. This may manifest itself in a number of possible forms including a
user-initiated abort of the executing program which implements the work item,
the failure of a hardware, software or network component associated with the
work item or the user to whom the work item is assigned signalling failure to
2

We recognise that exceptions may also be bound to groups of tasks, blocks or even
entire cases, and in these situations we assume that the same handling considerations
apply to all of the encompassed tasks.
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the workﬂow engine. Where the reason for this failure is not captured and dealt
within the process model, it needs to be handled elsewhere in order to ensure that
both later work items and the process as a whole continue to behave correctly.
Deadline Expiry: It is common to specify a deadline for a work item in a
workﬂow process model. Usually the deadline indicates when the work item
should be completed, although deadlines for commencement are also possible.
In general with a deadline, it is also useful to specify at design time what should
be done if the deadline is reached and the work item has not been completed.
Resource Unavailability: It is often the case that a work item requires access
to one or more data resources during its execution. If these are not available to
the work item at initiation, then it is usually not possible for the work item to
proceed. Similarly, workﬂow systems are premised on the fact that work items
are usually allocated to resources (typically human) who execute them. Problems
with work item allocation can arise if: (1) at distribution time, no resource can
be found which meets the speciﬁed allocation criteria for the work item or (2) at
some time after allocation, the resource is no longer able to undertake or complete
the work item. Although the occurrence of these issues can be automatically
detected, they often cannot be resolved within the context of the executing
process and may involve some form of escalation or manual intervention. For
this reason, they are ideally suited to resolution via exception handling.
External Trigger: Triggers from sources external to a work item are often used
as a means of signalling the occurrence of an event that impacts on the work item
and requires some form of handling. These triggers are typically initiated by nonlinked work items (i.e. work items that are not directly linked to the work item in
question by a control edge) elsewhere within the process model or even in other
process models or alternatively from processes in the operational environment in
which the workﬂow system resides. Although a work item can anticipate events
such as triggers and provision for dealing with them can be included at designtime, it is not predictable if or when such events will occur. For this reason, the
issue of dealing with them is not suited to normal processing within the work
item implementation and is better dealt with via exception handling. Generally
signals or some other form of processing interrupt indicate that an out-of-bound
condition has arisen and needs to be dealt with. A general consequence of this
is that the current work item needs to be halted, possibly undone and some
alternative action taken.
Constraint Violation: Constraints in the context of a workﬂow system are
invariants over elements in the control-ﬂow, data or resource perspectives that
need to be maintained to ensure the integrity and operational consistency of
the workﬂow process is preserved. Ongoing monitoring is generally required to
ensure that they are enforced. The implementation of routines to identify and
handle constraint violations detected within the context of a workﬂow is similar
to the issue of dealing with external triggers. Typically the construct that will
detect and need to deal with the violation is a work item although there is no
reason why the constraint could not be speciﬁed and handled at block or process
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level. As constraints may be speciﬁed over data, resources or other work items
within a process model, the approach chosen for handling them needs to be as
generic as possible to ensure that it has broadest applicability.
3.2

Exception Handling at Work Item Level

In general an exception will relate to a speciﬁc work item in a case. There are a
multitude of ways in which the exception can be handled although the speciﬁc
details will depend on the current state of execution of the work item. Before
looking at these options, we ﬁrst review the execution lifecycle for a work item.
Figure 1 illustrates as solid arrows the states through which a work item progresses during normal execution. It is initially oﬀered to one or more resources
for execution. A resource issues an allocate command to indicate that it wishes
to execute the work item at some future time, the work item is then allocated to
that resource. Typically this involves adding the work item to the resource’s work
queue and removing any references to the work item that other resources may
have received, either on their work queues or via other means. When the resource
wishes to commence the work item, it issues a start command and the state of the
work item changes to started. Finally, once the work item is ﬁnished, the resource
issues a complete command and the state of the work item is changed to completed. Note that there are two possible variations to this course of events shown
as dotted arcs in Figure 1: (1) where a work item oﬀered to a resource is selected
by another resource, it is withdrawn from the ﬁrst resource’s worklist and (2)
where an executing work item is detected as having failed, its state is changed accordingly. This lifecycle map also provides the basis for determining what options
exist for handling a work item in a given state when an exception is detected.

force−fail−o
reoffer−s

continue−offer

force−fail−a

continue−execution
force−fail

continue−allocation

failed

fail
offered

allocate

allocated

start

started

complete

withdraw
reoffer

withdrawn

force−complete

reallocate−s

reoffer−a

reallocate

completed

restart
force−complete−a

force−complete−o

Fig. 1. Work item lifecycle

Figure 1 illustrates ﬁfteen strategies as dashed arcs from one work item state
to another. There are subtle diﬀerences between each of these transitions, and
in order to distinguish between them, we brieﬂy describe each of them:
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1. continue-oﬀer (OCO) – the work item has been oﬀered to one or more
resources and there is no change in its state as a consequence of the exception;
2. reoﬀer (ORO) – the work item has been oﬀered to one or more resources
and as a consequence of the exception, these oﬀers are withdrawn and the
work item is once again oﬀered to one or more resources (these resources may
not necessarily be the same as those to which it was oﬀered previously);
3. force-fail-o (OFF) – the work item has been oﬀered to one or more resources, these oﬀers are withdrawn and the state of the work item is changed
to failed. No subsequent work items on this path are triggered;
4. force-complete-o (OFC) – the work item has been oﬀered to one or more
resources, these oﬀers are withdrawn and the state of the work item is
changed to completed. All subsequent work items are triggered;
5. continue-allocation (ACA) – the work item has been allocated to a speciﬁc resource that will execute it at some future time and there is no change
in its state as a consequence of the exception;
6. reallocate (ARA) – the work item has been allocated to a resource, this
allocation is withdrawn and the work item is allocated to a diﬀerent resource;
7. reoﬀer-a (ARO) – the work item has been allocated to a resource, this
allocation is withdrawn and the work item is oﬀered to one or more resources (this group may not necessarily include the resource to which it was
previously allocated);
8. force-fail-a (AFF) – the work item has been allocated to a resource, this
allocation is withdrawn and the state of the work item is changed to failed.
No subsequent work items are triggered;
9. force-complete-a (AFC) – the work item has been allocated to a resource,
this allocation is withdrawn and the state of the work item is changed to
completed. All subsequent work items are triggered;
10. continue-execution (SCE) – the work item has been started and there is
no change in its state as a consequence of the exception;
11. restart (SRS) – the work item has been started, progress on the current execution instance is halted and the work item is restarted from the beginning
by the same resource that was executing it previously;
12. reallocate-s (SRA) – the work item has been started, progress on the
current execution instance is halted and the work item is reallocated to a
diﬀerent resource for later execution;
13. reoﬀer-s (SRO) – the work item has been started, progress on the current
execution instance is halted and it is oﬀered to one or more resources (this
group may not necessarily include the resource that was executing it);
14. force-fail (SFF) – the work item is being executed, any further progress
on it is halted and its state is changed to failed. No subsequent work items
are triggered; and
15. force-complete (SFC) – the work item is being executed, and further
progress on it is halted and its state is changed to completed. All subsequent
work items are triggered.
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Exception Handling at Case Level

Exceptions always occur in the context of one or more cases that are in the
process of being executed. In addition to dealing with the speciﬁc work item to
which the exception relates, there is also the issue of how the case should be
dealt with in an overall sense, particularly in regard to other work items that
may currently be executing or will run at some future time. There are three
alternatives for handling workﬂow cases:
1. continue workﬂow case (CWC) – the workﬂow case can be continued,
with no intervention occurring in the execution of any other work items;
2. remove current case (RCC) – selected or all remaining work items in the
case can be removed (including those currently executing); or
3. remove all cases (RAC) – selected or all remaining work items in all cases
which correspond to the same process model can be removed.
In the latter two scenarios, a selection of work items to be removed can be
speciﬁed using both static design time information relating to the corresponding
task deﬁnition (e.g. original role allocation) as well as relevant runtime information (e.g. actual resource allocated to, start time).
3.4

Recovery Action

The ﬁnal consideration in regard to exception handling is what action will be
taken to remedy the eﬀects of the situation that has been detected. There are
three alternate courses of action:
1. no action (NIL) – do nothing;
2. rollback (RBK) – rollback the eﬀects of the exception; or
3. compensate (COM) – compensate for the eﬀects of the exception.
Rollback and compensation are analogous to their usual deﬁnitions (e.g. [15]).
When specifying a rollback action, the point in the process (i.e. the task) to
which the process should be undone can also be stated. By default this is just
the current work item. Similarly with compensation actions, the corresponding
compensation task(s) must also be identiﬁed.
3.5

Characterising Exception Handling Strategies

The actual recovery response to any given class of exception can be speciﬁed as a
pattern which succinctly describes the form of recovery that will be attempted.
Speciﬁc exception patterns may apply in multiple situations in a given process
model (i.e. for several distinct constructs), possibly for diﬀerent types of exception.
Exception patterns take the form of tuples comprising the following elements:
– how the task on which the exception is based should be handled;
– how the case and other related cases in the process model in which the
exception is raised should be handled; and
– what recovery action (if any) is to be undertaken.
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Table 1. Exceptions patterns support by exception type

Work Item
Failure
OFF-CWC-NIL
OFF-CWC-COM
OFC-CWC-NIL
OFC-CWC-COM
AFF-CWC-NIL
AFF-CWC-COM
AFC-CWC-NIL
AFC-CWC-COM
SRS-CWC-NIL
SRS-CWC-COM
SRS-CWC-RBK
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-RBK
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-RBK
SFC-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-COM
SFC-CWC-RBK

Work Item
Deadline
OCO-CWC-NIL
ORO-CWC-NIL
OFF-CWC-NIL
OFF-RCC-NIL
OFC-CWC-NIL
ACA-CWC-NIL
ARA-CWC-NIL
ARO-CWC-NIL
AFF-CWC-NIL
AFF-RCC-NIL
AFC-CWC-NIL
SCE-CWC-NIL
SCE-CWC-COM
SRS-CWC-NIL
SRS-CWC-COM
SRS-CWC-RBK
SRA-CWC-NIL
SRA-CWC-COM
SRA-CWC-RBK
SRO-CWC-NIL
SRO-CWC-COM
SRO-CWC-RBK
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-RBK
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-RBK
SFC-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-COM

Resource
Unavailable
ORO-CWC-NIL
OFF-CWC-NIL
OFF-RCC-NIL
OFC-CWC-NIL
ARO-CWC-NIL
ARA-CWC-NIL
AFF-CWC-NIL
AFF-RCC-NIL
AFC-CWC-NIL
SRA-CWC-NIL
SRA-CWC-COM
SRA-CWC-RBK
SRO-CWC-NIL
SRO-CWC-COM
SRO-CWC-RBK
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-RBK
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-RBK
SFF-RAC-NIL
SFC-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-COM

External
Trigger
OCO-CWC-NIL
OFF-CWC-NIL
OFF-RCC-NIL
OFC-CWC-NIL
ACA-CWC-NIL
AFF-CWC-NIL
AFF-RCC-NIL
AFC-CWC-NIL
SCE-CWC-NIL
SRS-CWC-NIL
SRS-CWC-COM
SRS-CWC-RBK
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-RBK
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-RBK
SFF-RAC-NIL
SFC-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-COM

Constraint
Violation
SCE-CWC-NIL
SRS-CWC-NIL
SRS-CWC-COM
SRS-CWC-RBK
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-RBK
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-RBK
SFF-RAC-NIL
SFC-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-COM

For example, the pattern SFF-CWC-COM speciﬁed for a work item failure
exception indicates that if a failure of a work item is detected after it has started,
then the work item should be terminated, have its state changed to failed and
the nominated compensation task should be invoked. No action should be taken
with other work items in the same case. From the various alternatives identiﬁed
for each of these elements in Sections 3.2 – 3.4, there are 135 possible patterns.
Not all patterns apply to a given exception type however, and Table 1 identiﬁes
those which apply to each of the exception types identiﬁed in Section 3.1.

4

Workﬂow Exception Handling in Practice

The exception patterns identiﬁed in Section 3 were used to assess the exception
handling capabilities of eight workﬂow systems and business process modelling
languages. The results of this survey3,4 are captured in Table 2. They provide
a salient insight into how little of the research into exception handling has been
implemented in commercial oﬀerings. Only deadline expiry enjoys widespread
support although its overall ﬂexibility is limited in many tools. Only two of the
3
4

Full evaluation details are contained in report BPM-06-04 at www.BPMcenter.org
Combinations of patterns are written as regular expressions e.g. (SFF|SFC)-CWCCOM represents the two patterns SFF-CWC-COM and SFC-CWC-COM.
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Table 2. Support for exception patterns in commercial oﬀerings
Oﬀering

Work Item
Failure

Staﬀware
Process Suite v9

WebSphere MQ
3.4 (IBM)
FLOWer 3.1
(Pallas Athena)

OCO-CWC-COM
ACA-CWC-COM
SCE-CWC-COM
iPlanet Integ.
(OFF|OFC|AFF|AFC|SRS|SFC|SFF)Server 3.1 (Sun) (CWC|RCC)-(NIL|COM)
SFF-CWC-COM SCE-CWC-COM
XPDL 2.0
SFF-CWC-NIL
SCE-CWC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-CWC-COM
(WfMC)
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-CWC-COM SCE-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-NIL
SCE-CWC-NIL
BPEL 1.1
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-CWC-COM SFF-CWC-COM
BPMN 1.0
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-COM SFC-CWC-COM
(BPMI)
SFC-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-NIL
SRS-CWC-COM
SRS-CWC-COM
SRS-CWC-NIL
SRS-CWC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-RCC-NIL
COSA 5.1
(Transﬂow)

SFF-CWC-RBK

Exceptions
External
Work Item
Trigger
Deadline
OCO-CWC-COM OCO-CWC-NIL
ACA-CWC-COM ACA-CWC-NIL
OFF-CWC-COM SCE-CWC-NIL
AFF-CWC-COM SCE-CWC-COM
SCE-CWC-COM
OCO-CWC-NIL
ACA-CWC-NIL
SCE-CWC-NIL
AFC-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-NIL

Constraint
Violation

AFC-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-NIL
AFC-CWC-COM
SFC-CWC-COM

OCO-CWC-COM
ACA-CWC-COM
SCE-CWC-COM

SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-NIL

SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-NIL

SCE-CWC-COM
SCE-CWC-NIL
SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-NIL
SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-COM
SFC-CWC-NIL
SRS-CWC-COM
SRS-CWC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-NIL

SFF-CWC-COM
SFF-CWC-NIL
SFC-CWC-COM
SFC-CWC-NIL
SRS-CWC-COM
SRS-CWC-NIL
SFF-RCC-COM
SFF-RCC-NIL

workﬂow systems examined provide support for handling work items failures –
generally via user-initiated aborts. There was also minimal support for external
triggers and constraint violation management amongst the workﬂow tools with
only Staﬀware and COSA, and FLOWer respectively supporting these exception
classes. The business process languages (XPDL, BPEL and BPMN) provide
better support across most areas although only for active work items. None
of the oﬀerings examined provided exception support for managing resource
unavailability (and as a consequence this column has been omitted from Table 2
– this reﬂects other research ﬁndings [19] on the lack of support for the resource
perspective in current commercial products.

5

Considerations for a Workﬂow Exception Language

The insights gained in the previous sections in relation to the identiﬁcation
and handling of workﬂow exceptions provide the basis for a general workﬂow
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exception handling language. In this section, we propose a set of primitives for
addressing exceptions that might arise during workﬂow execution and present a
mechanism for integrating these primitives with the process model more generally. We then demonstrate the applicability of this approach to exception handling through a working example.
The conceptual model presented in Section 3 identiﬁed three key dimensions
to handling an exception. These dimensions provide the basis for the primitives
in the graphical exception language illustrated in Figure 2. Symbols 1–4, 8 and
12–14 are derived from the actions for dealing with the current work item from
Figure 1, symbols 5–7 and 9–11 are derived from the options for dealing with
other work items currently active in the same and other cases and symbols 15
and 16 correspond to the two forms of recovery action that can be undertaken.
These primitives can be assembled into sequences of actions that deﬁne exception
handling strategies. These sequences can also contain standard YAWL constructs
[21] although we do not illustrate this capability here.

1. Remove current work item

5. Remove selected/all work
items in current case

9. Remove selected/all work 13. Reallocate current work item
items in all cases

2. Suspend current work item

6. Suspend selected/all work
items in current case

10. Suspend selected/all work 14. Reoffer current work item
items in all cases

3. Continue current work item
or thread

7. Continue selected/all work
items in current case

C
11. Continue selected/all work
items in all cases

15. Compensation task

R
4. Restart current work item 8. Force complete current work item 12. Force fail current work item

16. Rollback task

Fig. 2. Exception handling primitives

The interlinkage of exception handling strategies based on these primitives
and the overall process model is illustrated in Figure 3. A clear distinction is
drawn between the process model and the exception handling strategies. This is
based on the premise that the process model should depict the normal sequence
of activities associated with a business process and should aim to present these
activities precisely without becoming overburdened by excessive consideration of
unexpected events that might arise during execution. Exception handling strategies are able to be bound to one of ﬁve distinct workﬂow constructs: individual
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exception handling definition
work item failure

deadline expiry

C

<deadline>

constraint violation
<constraint>

process definition

despatch order

organise shipping

check credit

take order

complete order

produce invoice

print picking slip

pick order

update account

Fig. 3. Exception handling in relation to workﬂow processes

tasks, a scope (i.e. a group of tasks), a block, a process (i.e. all of the tasks in
a process model) and a workﬂow (i.e. all of the process models in a given workﬂow environment). The binding is speciﬁc to one particular type of exception
e.g. work item failure or constraint violation. It may also be further specialised
using conditions based on elements from the data perspective e.g. there may be
two exception handling strategies for a task, one for work items concerned with
ﬁnancial limits below $1000, the other with limits above that ﬁgure.
Exception handling strategies deﬁned for more speciﬁc constructs take precedence over those deﬁned at a higher level e.g. where a task has a work item failure
exception strategy deﬁned and there is also a strategy deﬁned at the process-level
for the same exception type, then the task-level deﬁnition is utilised should it
experience such an exception. In order to illustrate the application of these concepts, we present an example based on the order fulﬁllment process illustrated
in Figure 4 using the YAWL process modelling notation. In this process, orders
are taken from customers, and a picking slip for the required items is prepared
and subsequently used to select them from the warehouse. At the same time,
the customer’s credit is checked and shipping is organised for the order. When
all of these tasks are complete an invoice is prepared for the customer and the
goods are then packed and despatched whilst the customers account is updated
with the outstanding amount. The order details are then ﬁnalised and ﬁled.

check credit

despatch order

organise shipping

take order

complete order

produce invoice

print picking slip

pick order

update account

Fig. 4. Order despatch process
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Figure 5(A) illustrates two alternate exception handling strategies for the
check credit work item. If the credit required is less than $100, the current work
item is suspended and the next work item is started. Where it is $100 or more,
the current work item is suspended, the execution point is rewound to the beginning of the work item and it is recommenced. Figure 5(B) shows the exception
handling strategy for the pick order work item where its completion deadline
is not met. Recovery involves suspending the current work item, reassigning it
to another resource, running a compensation task that determines if the order
can be despatched within 48 hours (and if not applies a small credit to the
account), then the pick order work item is restarted with the new resource.
Figure 5(C) illustrates the resource unavailable handling strategy. Where the
required resource is a data resource, this involves stopping the current work
item and restarting it from the beginning. This strategy is bound to the process
model i.e. by default, it applies to all work items. Where the unavailable resource
is a human resource (i.e. the person undertaking the work item), the recovery
action involves suspending the work item, reassigning it to another person and
then restarting it from the beginning. Figure 5(D) indicates the approach to
handling an account frozen trigger received by one of the tasks in the current
process.

A. Work item failure −check credit task

B. Deadline expiry −pick order task

credit required < $100
C

credit required >= $100
D. Trigger received −order despatch process
account_frozen trigger

C. Resource unavailable −order despatch process.

R

data resource unavailable
E. Constraint violation −take order task
constraint: order value < customer credit limit −current account balance
human resource unavailable

Fig. 5. Exception handling strategies – order despatch process

In this situation, the recovery action is to stop all work items in the case
and to undertake a rollback action undoing all changes made since the case
started. In other words, any work that has been undertaken on despatching
goods to the customer is completely undone. Finally, Figure 5(E) illustrates
the recovery action that is taken when the order value constraint is exceeded
for the take order task. This involves stopping all work items associated with
the process.
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Conclusions

This paper has presented a patterns-based classiﬁcation framework for characterising exception handling in workﬂow systems. The framework has been
used to examine the capabilities of eight workﬂow systems and business process
modelling and execution languages and has revealed the limited support for exception management in these oﬀerings. As a consequence of the insights gained
from these investigations, we have proposed a graphical, technology-independent
language for deﬁning exception handling strategies in workﬂows. This language
oﬀers the potential to assist in deﬁning and managing deviations from normal
process execution and will be the subject of further research in the context of
exception handling in the YAWL reference implementation.
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